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• Abstract (300 words):
Our built environment embodies a set of values representing not only socio-cultural, politico-economic, technological advancements but also many tangible and intangible heritage values, which represent societies’ historic and artistic past. A critical challenge faced by modern societies is the reconciliation of modern architectural needs with a sustainable preservation of our architectural heritage. This presentation investigates how we can preserve our architectural past while building for the present. It also explores ways in which contemporary architectural production can respect heritage, not just by visually imitating past forms but through an integration of architectural heritage with contemporary production.
The presentation explores the concept of the ‘courtyard house’, a typical Cypriot architectural model of inwards facing residencies. The effective use of energy, natural ventilation and lighting are only some of the many advantages of these internal courtyards. However, this architectural style also embodies a very important set of tangible and intangible heritage values. Apart from being a representative element of the development of Greek architecture, this model also facilitates social interaction between neighbors by creating a communal, sharing microcosm. This mode of social contact is an extremely valuable part of the intangible heritage of Mediterranean cultures.

Thus, in an attempt to explore the elements of architectural and cultural heritage in Cyprus that could be reintroduced to contemporary production, the presentation illustrates particular examples of how aging residential blocks of flats can obtain characteristics of the valuable past by incorporating elements of our heritage in their design. The presented case studies constitute examples of ways in which:

- elements of our heritage can be introduced to existing aging structures
- expressions of the past can sustainably inform architectural innovation, promoting our heritage values
- architectural heritage can inspire the reinterpretation of intangible values connected to the creation of strong social bonds within communities.
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